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Introduction

The FNR HEU-LEU Demonstration Experiments include a compre-
hensive set of experiments to identify and quantify significant
operational differences between two nuclear fuel enrichments.
One aspect of these measurements, the subcadmium flux profiling,
is the subject of this paper. The flux profiling effort has been
accomplished through foil and wire activations, and by rhodium
self-powered neutron detector (SPND) mappings.

Activation Data

Techniques

The irradiation of wires and foils in and around the NR

core provides information on the reactor flux. Irradiations in
the core are made by taping the probe material to a thin (;;�(.010")
aluminum paddle approximately 30" long. In some cases, samples
are enclosed by 020" cadmium capsules or tubing. The bare and

cadmium covered probe materials are irradiated simultaneously,
mounted at the same core height, and separated in the horizontal

plane by about an inch. The paddles are curved to facilitate in-
sertion between two fuel plates (separation distance is 117") A
paddle stop rests on the top of the fuel plate and provides the ax-
ial reference point for the samples.

The heavy water tank on the north side of the core contains
a dozen 1" diameter, vertical tubes which penetrate into the tank.
The majority of these penetrate to 8" below the top of the fuel

plate. While these tubes are filled with H20, calculations indi-
cate that the measurements are representative, within a few percent,
of an unperturbed D20 environment. Samples are activated in these
tank penetrations by first securing the material to the outside of
a 5/8" diameter aluminum rod or tube, and then lowering the holder
to the bottom of the tank's vertical penetration. The samples are

rotated during the irradiation to ensure uniform activations. In
all cases, the reactor must be subcritical during both sample in-
sertion and removal.
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Post-irradiation Handling and Counting

After the irradiations, the handling of the samples depends

upon the activity and half-life of the activated material. For

long-lived isotopes, such as Mn-54, the material is normally
stored in the pool until ready for counting. For short-lived
isotopes, such as Rh-104m, the samples must be expeditiously
and remotely prepared for counting.

The counting of the activated samples is performed using

GeLi detectors. Wire samples are counted between two oppositely
facing detectors multiplexed together. The sample is positioned
by an automatic sample changer into a rotating, cylindrical plexi-
glass holder. Pulse pileup losses are accounted for with a pre-
cision pulser fed into the GeLi preamplifier. The amplified and

multiplexed signals are counted using an ND 570 ADC and fed into
an ND 6620 analyzer/computer for analysis. Absolute efficiencies
can be determined with NBS and Amersham mixed point source stan-
dards through a cross calibration technique at a separate GeLi
detector station. Background interference is made negligible for
most gamma ray energies with 26" lead shielding around all de-
tectors.

The counting data is processed to give a saturated activity
per unit nucleus, Asatn, through the relationship:

(PU15Cr UlSer' COM4-5
A tL)/(Psafn -At BP [m-Yo NE(e O.Vo Aw

where: decay constant
Cnet = net counts observed

ti = detector live time

tr = detector real time
ti = irradiation time

E = absolute detector efficiency
BR = branching ratio

tw = time between irradiation and counting
AW = atomic weight of element

Navo = Avogadro's number
a/o = atom percent of parent isotope
m = sample weight

Once the data is converted to saturated activity per nucleus, it
can be further processed to give flux data. The difficulty is
that there i no unique method for translating activities into
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flux. Different approaches yield fluxes which can differ sub-

stantially in their magnitudes. Two separate techniques are
presented below.

1). Beckurts and Wirtz Approach. (Reference 1).

The thermal flux can be determined from bare and cadmium covered

activations according to:
600-e-

A54n F,..
2M (2)

where Fcd is a material dependent correction to account for the
epithermal activity produced below the cadmium cutoff energy.
(Formal definitions of the thermal cutoff energy [Etc,�� 0. e]

and the cadmium cutoff energy [Ecc,~%10.55 ev I can be found in
references and 2. To and T are the temperatures corresponding
to neutron velocities at 2200 m/sec and at the most probable
Maxwellian energy. The flux spectrum is assumed to change smooth-
ly from Maxwellian to l/E through the use of a Joining function.
The constant flux per unit lethargy expected in the epithermal

region is determined from the cadmium covered irradiation, and
this is used to infer the flux between Etc and Ecc. If this flux
is termed �it, i.e. "intermediate thermal", then one can define
the subcadmium flux to be:

4�c (�th + tt
2). Effective Cross Section Approach.

By defining effective group cross sections, one can deter-
mine group fluxes in a conventional multi-group spectrum calcu-

lation. Define an effective activation cross section <,>by
qZ

f 4(F)815

Ea.

where -�'(E) is a computed spectrum. Then the group flux between
Ea and Eb is:

F6 6are- kujmium
Eb

C
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The subcadmium flux is then determined by choosing the limits of
integration to be to Ecc.

In both approaches, some knowledge of the spectrum must be
known a priori. The Beckurts and Wirtz approach was used through-
out reference 2 The present paper, however, makes use of the
second approach, which is believed to be an improved treatment.
The spectral calculations needed to determine the effective cross
sections are discussed in a separate paper presented in this con-
ference.

Iron Wire Activation Data

Irradiation of iron wires in the FNR yields two useful re-
actions: Fe-58(nW)Fe-59, and Fe-54(np)Mn-54. Activation data
from the first reaction are used to measure flux in the thermal
regime, while data from the second (threshold) reaction respond
to fast flux near the fission regime. Pertinent material data
are summarized in Table I. The long half lives of these daugh-
ters obviates the necessity for rapid handling. The irradiations
are performed at equilibrium xenon, with the three FNR shim rods
typically 85% or more withdrawn from the core. Typically, 2911
lengths of bare and cadmium covered wire are irradiated at full
power for an hour, then cleaned, cut into one inch segments, and
coiled to simulate point sources.

To illustrate the quality of typical iron wire results,
Figure presents axial flux data at the center (L-37) of three
different FNR cores. The three cases have been normalized to
unity to emphasize the close similarity in axial profile typify-
ing all our HEU-LEU comparisons. Error limits, both vertical
and horizontal, as well as profile smoothness are also typical.
Figure 2 compares some of the same ion wire results with rhodium
SPND measurements to be described below. Again all profiles have
been normalized to unity at the core center. The close agreement
between the two techniques when normalized together is quite sat-
isfactory, we believe.

Rhodium Wire Activation Data

The activation and counting of rhodium. wire is quite differ-
ent from that of iron wire, as can be inferred from Table I.
Rhodium, because of its large cross section and short half life,
must be handled carefully, ad yet, expeditiously. Because of
lack of accurate beta counting equipment available near the re-
actor, and the difficulty in beta counting multiple samples
quickly, the weak 555 keV gamma was used to measure the reaction.
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The rhodium wire dimensions were chosen to match the emitter
dimensions of Rh SPND.

Typically, one inch lengths of 99.99% pure, bare and Cd-cov-
ered wires were irradiated at 20 kW for 30 minutes, in and around
the core. Power normalizations were determined by monitoring
the leakage flux at beam port J. (The beam port geometry is de-
scribed in Part I of this paper.) In several separate experiments,
the observed leakage intensity at J-port (and G-port as well)
showed remarkable agreement with reactor power (as determined by
the NR operational fission chambers) from 20 kw to 2 MW. Post
irradiation handling involved removing and cutting the wires into
1/411 segments remotely, drying the samples, and transporting them
to the counting facility. All times were calibrated to a single
clock.

1). Activation Kinetics.

The rhodium activation and simplified decay scheme is sum-
marized in figure 3.

Defining: Q= effective production cross section,
N = isotopic number density per Rh-103 nucleus,
A = activity,
-A = decay cnstant

and using subscripts g and m to refer to the ground and meta-
stable states, one finds that:

a) during the irradiation:
?lit

(3)

r4t e7-�It
/V4 +

(4)

Equations 3 and 4 show that for an irradiation of 30 minutes,
both the ground and metastable states are saturated.

b) after the irradiation:

AtC 4-
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since the minimum wait time is 10 minutes, the contribution from
the ground state term is negligible, so that

= ........ X9 O zenA5 W )�5_'Am

Thus, although the ground state decay is detected, the decay is
governed by the half life of the metastable state. Furthermore,
the effective cross section must be defined as:

Ecc E=

;kcj - -m CM () (E)

which we have assumed to be equivalent to:

E (5)
E'r") + E'v

where Eo is a fixed energy in the thermal spectrum. This cross
section is shown in Table I for different media.

2). Epithermal Correction Factors for the Rhodium SPND

As is discussed later, the rhodium SPND responds to neutrons
of all energies. If the subcadmium flux is desired, then it is
necessary to know the detector current corresponding to subcad-
mium neutrons. This is accomplished by measuring the rhodium
subcadmium fractions, fth, for rhodium wire with the same diameter
as that in the rhodium SPND. The results are shown in Table II
for locations in and around the equilibrium HEU and fresh LEU
cores. The data indicate that the flux is harder for the LEU
fuel.

3.) Rhodium Subcadmium Flux Measurements

Rhodium activation data can also be used to determine the
subcadmium flux intensity and thus provide an independent check
on other profile methods. This is more difficult because of the
problems of self-shielding (estimated to be 20-3(r/) and flux de-
pression (calculated to be of order 5%), as discussed in reference
3. Even for relative fluxes, differences in the self-shielding
are medium dependent and must be considered. However, between
the D20 reflector and the central core region, this difference is
calculated to be only about 5%. Relative subcadmium fluxes from
rhodium wire activations are presented below.
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Rhodium Self-Powered Neutron Detector Data

Rhodium SND Characteristics

The rhodium SPND has served as the primary flux profiling
tool at the FNR. The detector probe, shown in Figure 4 uses a
20 mil diameter, one inch rhodium emitter insulated from the 116"
outer diameter inconel sheath with aluminum oxide. A parallel
background lead, not shown in the figure, is used to correct for
background effects. The probe is mounted on an inconel 600 paddle
(.0931 x 625" x 36") with a 14" x 1.5" hole around the emitter

section to minimize flux perturbations. The probe can be posi-
tioned at any height in either of two water channels in any fuel
assembly. Special adapters have been fabricated to permit mea-
surements in H20 and D20 reflectors.

While rhodium has the largest sensitivity to thermal neu-

trons of any commercially available SPND, it also possesses two
principal disadvantages:

(i) it responds significantly to epicadmium neutrons

because of its 5000 barn resonance at 125 eV, and

(ii) the presence of a metastable state 43-4.4 minute
half life) requires waiting several minutes before an equili-
brium signal can be measured.

The first of these problems is overcome by measuring the
subcadmium contribution to the detector reaction rate, as de-
scribed above and evaluated in Table II. As shown in reference 4,
the subcadmium flux can be calculated from:

(6)

where: fth subcadmium fraction of the detector current,

Inet net detector current

S detector sensitivity to subcadmium neutrons.

The detector sensitivity can be calculated using the methods de-

scribed in reference 5, or calibrated through the use of the ac-

tivation data described earlier. The sensitivity is related to
the emitter reaction rate per unit incident flux, so that if k is
a proportionality constant, we may define a sensitivity factor
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which is applicable to any iven spatial volume (core, D20 or
H20 reflector) .4CC.

E) T E)
S' (7)

where 4tis the depressed and shielded flux in the detector,
7fo is the flux present without paddle or detector, at the vol-

ume position being measured,,and the integration is over the emit-
ter volume. A term similar to the one in brackets is calculated
in a manner described in a later paper presented at this conference.

It should be noted that there are many physical factors, such
as and �' behavior in the detector and detector leads, included
in the constant k. These factors may not be identical for core,
D20, and reflector regions. We assume, for the present, these
differences are small. Regardless of such possible variations,
as well as the differences in flux depression defined by equa-
tion 7 we have elected in this paper to prH ent all SPND re-
sults using the constant value of = 3.0-10- amps/nv, recom-
mended by the manufacturer, reference 7.

The second obstacle, the delayed response of the detector,
can be handled through the use of analytic techniques described
in reference 6 All of the data presented in this paper were
obtained from an equilibrium detector signal.

The quality of SPND profiles is illustrated by two of the
curves of Figure 2 There is generally greater smoothness than
for the activation data, but nearly the same axial resolution.
The latter is fixed by the-1.011 emitter length.

Experimental Results and Interpretations

Single LEU Element Replacement

In a single element replacement experiment fresh HEU and LEU
elements are alternately placed at the core center in an equilib-
rium HEU core. Iron wire activations were made along the full
axial length of the elements, but for this experiment only bare
wire activations were made. Figure shows the core geometry
used. For operational convenience the fresh elements were simply
interchanged between core center (L-37) and core edge (L-40).
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The reactivity change associated with this interchange is dis-
cussed in a separate paper in this conference. An average was
made of the saturated activities of the six one inch wire seg-
ments ymmetric about the core midplane, for both the HEU and
and LEU elements. Table IIIgives the ratio of these averages
for both iron wire rea .ctions. The (np) threshold reaction
responds to fast neutrons and suggests very little change in
fission rate. The (nY) ratio is consistent with the degra-
dation in low energy neutron intensity expected for the higher
U-235 loading in the LEU element. This reaction has a small
epicadmium contribution, not removed by cadmium covered acti-
vations. Since it is anticipated that the LEU spectrum is
somewhat harder than that of HEU, it may be observed that, if
anything, the HEU/LEU thermal flux ratio is larger than 119.
However, it is to be noted that the measured ratio is almost
exactly equal to the U-235 ratio.

Rhodium SPND Flux Profiles

Many SPND maps have been obtained during the HEU/LEU com-
parison program. These have included partial or full profiles
in the core, in the south H20 reflector and in accessible po-
sitions of the D20 north reflector. Activation results from Fe
and Rh wires have been used to verify SPND profiles at specific
points in both core and reflector. This verification has been
particularly significant in a) comparing profile intensities
from one core type to another, and b) comparing the core ver-
sus D20 peak intensities in the profile of any given core.

Although absolute intensities based on wire activation cal-
ibration could have been presented, we have elected to present
the extensive SPND results as they were measured according to

-21equation 6 with fixed sensitivity, of 30-10 amps/nv through-
out all regions measured. Improvements can be applied by inter-

ested readers for the absolute value of and its variation with
position. The reasons for this choice are several: the SPND
data is most easily reproducible, smooth without activation error
fluctuations. Perhaps most important is the existence of asig-
nificant discrepancy in the ratio of D20 peak flux to core peak
flux, as measured on the one hand by the SPND and on the other by
Fe wire activation. When this measured discrepancy is esolved
S will be calibrated by both Fe and Rh wire activities. For the
present paper all wire activations will be normalized to the core
center SPND value for each core investigated.
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As reviewed in Part I of this paper there are three sets of
cores that have been mapped; a) the large equilibrium.HEU cores

of dates 579, 979, 810,11/81, and 582. These cores should
be closely equivalent in flux profile since loading patterns
(Figure 2 Part I) are essentially identical; b) three small LEU

cores identified according to loading dates 18-82, 121-82, and
4-16-82 Figures 34, and 5, Part I). The April LEU core is some-
what larger than the January LEU and shifted in East to West in
loading geometry; c) the so-called "high leakage" HEU cores of

7,8,9,10/82 (Figure 6 Part I). These have the narrow five row
North-South loading of the LEU cores and are intended to mock-up
the LEU leakage conditions as nearly as possible. These will be
designated simply as HL- HEU cores in-this paper.

As described earlier, the geometry of the D20 tank precludes
making measurements beyond 8" below the top of the fuel plates.
Furthermore, the SPND can extend down to only 5" below the top of
the fuel plates because of its design. For mapping in a given
horizontal plane fluxes must be extrapolated 1" to yield a 1/4-
height value, and 7 for the quoted core midplane value. While
there is a significant uncertainty in the value of the D20 tank
flux extrapolated to core midplane, the ratio of the core to D20
tank fluxes should be reliable for the core 1/4-plane height.
Since the back row of tank penetrations (i.e., farthest north,
MQ) do not extend as far into the tank, this data should be
viewed with some suspicion. The D20 tank penetrations are shown
in Figure 6.

In the light water reflectors,, special assemblies were de-
signed to allow SPND measurements at four fixed distances radially
away from the core. These adapters were designed to fit snugly
against adjacent fuel assemblies. But because the fuel plates are
curved away from the SPND adapters, the radial position of the de-
tector channels must be defined carefully. The geometry of the
adapter is shown as an insert in Figure 7 The 1/81' aluminum face
plate and 116" slot position separators have been treated as voids,
and the H20 thickness dimensions are consistent with this assump-
tion. No adjustments to the data are made for the effect of the
aluminum sideplates.

In the core, the detector probe is designed to fit into water
channels 11/32" on either side of the center bail. The data is
plotted to reflect the actual radial position whenever it is known.
Otherwise, the detector is assumed to be positioned radially at the
center of the fuel assembly.
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The SND subcadmium flux maps from six core loadings are

given in Tables IV-IX. The tables are arranged so that the 14,

1/2, 34 height fluxes are arranged in vertical descending order
in each lattice position. (Figure gives the grid plate lattice
designations). All flux values are in units of 1013. Table X

lists the values Of fth used for each lattice or reflector posi-
tion, as interpolated from the measurements in Table II. The for-
mat of Table X gives a single value of fth for each lattice po-
sition7 the upper number applies to HEU cores, the lower to LEU
cores. No axial variation is assumed. In the D20 tank, extra-
polated data are presented with the 1/4-height flux above that
for the core midplane. The positions of the typed data on the
figure approximate the actual D20 positions measured.

The H20 reflector data is presented in the same format as

for the core. The primed (e.g., 12',3',41) H20 reflector chan-
nels shown in Table VI refer to measurements made at radial po-
sitions further into the reflector than the normal positions (e.g.,
1,2,3,4). The relative distances are shown in the H20 profiles
given in Figure 7 In this figure the two sets of points were
plotted from the two different LEU cores of Tables VI and VII but
appear to fit smoothly together. The H20 peaks for equilibrium
HEU cores fall considerably below the LEU peak, but in Figure 7
it is evident that the peak is slightly higher for the HL- HEU
loading.

Figures 9 and 10 are plots of the SPND data given in Tables
IV and VII, comparing the normal equilibrium HEU core with the
nearly fresh LEU core of 482. The plots are North-South and
East-West profiles both passing through the core center element
L-37. Differences in core size and burnup make easy assessment

of the effect of LEU fuel replacement difficult. Reflector peak-
ing in both H20 and D20.are clearly greater in the smaller North-
South geometry of LEU. The westerly shift in the LEU loading is
also evident in Figure 10. The LEU flux in L-37 is 13.5% lower
than for the same position in HEU. The large peaking at the spe-
cial element, L-57, is nearly the same for both cores. Because
of differences in East-West loading symmetry the maximum core flux,
seen in Figure 10, is 10.7% lower for the LEU core, rather than
the 13.5% for L-37.

Figure 11 provides a comparison between the normal HEU core
and the high leakage cores typified by HL- HEU 782). The latter
shows the effect on the North-South leakage pattern associated with
the smaller 5-row core. Although the core center flux is nearly
the same for both cores, the considerably larger H20 and D20 re-
flector peaking of the smaller core is quite similar to the effect
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from the LEU comparison of Figure 9 The change in both cases is
dominantly due to the larger buckling of the two small cores.

Comparison of Rhodium SPND and Wire Activation Data

The HL- HEU cores were deliberately designed to have the

same small North-South core dimension and core - D20 interface
geometry as for the LEU 482). The purpose for these cores was
two-fold; first, to compare fluxes for equal geometries, and
second, to compare experimental results when all measurement meth-

ods are made at the same time and same detector position. Figure
12 reveals several important answers to these questions. First,

the similarity in reflector peaking for equal core dimensions is
dramatically demonstrated. The dominating effect of large buck-
ling, inferred from Figure 11, is clearly evident. The LEU re-
flector peaks differ from the same peaks in the HL- HEU only by
+6% in D20 and 7.7% in H20. Second, despite this similarity,
the central LEU flux is depressed by 18.5%. This difference in
fact, easily accounts for the already small difference in H20 re-
flector peaking. Third, it is clearly evident that a gross dis-
agreement exists in the D20 tank between SPND and wire activation

data, when both sets of data are normalized at the reactor core
center.

This disagreement remains a source of serious concern and
until resolved provides no useful benchmark for the proper cross
sections to be modeled in the D20 tank. Small improvements of
order 15% can be anticipated from several sources such as more
rigorous evaluation of the sensitivity factor in equation 6 but
the disagreement in Figure 12 is much greater than this. Peaking
ratios of D20 flux to core center flux are given in Table XI for
all detectors in each of several core types. The ratios from
SPND data compare very poorly with those from both Fe and Rh ac-
tivations. Unfortunately no wire data was obtained from the LEU
loadings. Particular care was exercised in determining the actual
axial depths at which measurements were made simultaneously in both
core and D20 tank. It is worth noting that the D20 depths (the
lowest possible) are not the same in wire and SPND cases. The flux
ratios given in the last column are extrapolated from the measured

positions to correspond to the 6 or 14 core depth. This extra-
polation is believed to be reliable since it is easily seen from
the axial data points very near 6 The ratios correspond to the
midcore flux values given in Tables IV, VII, VIII, and IX and in

Figures 911 and 12, since the D20 midcore values are Dust those

at 6 multiplied by a c'onstant determined by an in-core axial pro-
file such as shown in Figure or 2.
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A somewhat different summary of core and reflector peaking
at midplane is presented in Table XII for all representative
cores. Relative SPND numbers from core to core should be reli-

able and reproducible to perhaps 23%. Since the method of cal-
orimetric power calibration was the same in all details for all

cores, except HL- HEU 782), it is believed that no significant
error exists from this source [calibration thermocouples were re-
placed just prior to HL- HEU 782) and their calibration and po-
sitioning may have introduced some minor but unknown systematic

error for HL- EU 782)]. It is to be noted that the first two
cores should closely agree since both are equilibrium HEU load-
ings. The 582 core appears to show 20% to 5% higher levels
than the equivalent 779 numbers. We have no ready explanation

for this difference other than possible burn-up differences.
However, the five element "cross" at core center presents the
most reliable comparison and for this the disagreement is 20 -
within experimental uncertainty.

Summary Conclusions

Within the experimental limitations discussed in the sec-
tions above, the program to measure subcadmium flux profiles
leads to the following conclusions:

(1) Replacement of a single fresh HEU element by a fresh
LEU element at the center of an equilibrium HEU core produces a
local flux depression. The ratio of HEU to LEU local flux is
1.19 ±.036, which is, well within experimental uncertainty, equal
to the inverse of the U-235 masses for the two elements.

(2) Whole core replacement of a large 38 element equilibrium

HEU core by a fresh or nearly unburned LEU core reduces the core
flux and raises the flux in both D20 and H20 reflectors. The re-
duction in the central core region is 40% to 10.0% for the small
fresh 29 element LEU core, and 16% to 18% for a 31 element LEU

core 482) with low average burnup <3%). These changes are
consistent with the total core U-235 inventory. The increases
in reflector peaking are dominated by the reduced core dimension
in the North-South direction associated with the smaller LEU
cores.

(3) Special "high leakage" HEU cores, which reproduce the
smaller LEU North-South geometry exhibit reflector flux increases

similar to the LEU cores, and at the same time show a core center
(L-37) flux 18.5% to 20.5% greater than the LEU 482) core.

(4) There is no observable change in axial profiles between
HEU and LEU cores.

(5) Magnitudes of the D20 reflector fluxes relative to core

fluxes as measured by SPND with a fixed value of sensitivity, 

are in gross disagreement with the same flux ratios measured by
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Fe and Rh wire activations. Space dependent refinements ofS are
calculated to give some improvement in the discrepancy but the
major part of the correction remains to be resolved.
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TABLE I

Activation Material Data

Ef Cective Subcadmium Cross Section

Gamma -0-> barns 

Atomic Isotpic Energy Branch Half Core D20 H20 Normal IRRAD. IRRAD.

Reaction Weight Abund. (kev) Ratio Life Center Reflect. Diameter Time Power

58 59 44.56
Fe Fe 55.85 0.29/ 1099 56.5% days .911 .976 .020" 1 hr. 2MW

54 54 312.2
Fe Mq 55.85 0.29/ I 835 days - - .020" I hr. 2MW

RA113 P
'A04 102.91 100% 555 2.0% 43 sec. 104.5 109.4 112.5 .020" 30 min.120kW

RA13 J m- , 102.91 1 0 0% - - 4.28 min 8.58 8.98 9.23 .020" 30 in.120kW

*These values are based on preliminary spectral calculations and are subject to refinement.

TABLE II

MEASURED SUBCADMIUM CORRECTION FACTORS, f th

Position fthhE fthLE

L-35 Regular Fuel Element .786

(Core Boundary, North Face)

L-37 Regular Fuel Element .791 .749

(Core Center)

L-39 Regular Fuel Element .795

(LEU South Face)

L-40 Regular Fuel Element .830

(HEU South Face)

L-67 Regular Fuel Element .830

(Second Column from West Face)

1-57 Regular Fuel Element .860

(Third Column from West Face)

H20 Water Reflector, Second Channel .930 .914

(Center Plane, South Face)

D2 0 Heavy Water Reflector (Position X) .895 .892

(Center Plane, No3rth Face)

L-39 Special Fuel Element (waterhole) .913

TABLE III

SINGLE E-EM NT REPLACEMENT

IN EQUILIBRIUM HEU CORE

Reaction Ratio HEU Activity

LEU Activity

Fe-58(nY)Fe-59 1.19 ±0.036

Fe-54(np)Mn-54 1.02 t 0031
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D20 0 n
63 5 64 4

.8 3 824

s r
1 .0 5
1775-

x w
1 49 1.4 3

8 7 1.83

.933
.821 1.01 1.22 1.20 1.12 .915

.94 

A C
W ;K

1.17

.683 .950 2.70 1.49 1.48 1.45 1.29 .9 44
1.18

B LR

.928
.837 .984 1.07 1.02 .884

-829

.71 .678

x-special
H20

Channel .859

Tablem HEU SPND
Data from 927/79

Channel 2 .843 core.

Channel 3 .727

Channel
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D20 0 n
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TABLE XI
RATIO OF D2 0 TO CORE CENTER FLUXES

Actual Flux Ratio

Core Date Detector Depth measured* (D 2 O-X/L-37

HL- HEU 10/l/82 SPND 5.011 1.23
HL- HEU 10/1/82 Fe 7.511 .82
HL- HEU 10/1/82 Rh 7.5" .88
HL- HEU 8/25/82 Fe 7.511 .83

HEU 5/ /79 Fe 7.50' .73
HEU 9/ /79 SPND 5-001 1.25
HEU 5/ /82 SPND 5.011 1.25

LEU 4/ /82 SPND 5-oll 1.61

* The flux ratios shown in the last column result from axially

extrapolating the measurements at these depths, to te 6 or
1/4 core depth.

TABLE XII

HEU-LEU MIDPLANE FLUX SMMY

TOTAL H20 1-37 D20-X CENTRAL SIM FLUX
FUEL DATE ELEM'T SPEC-L �P-ND TPND -9PND WIRE 5 AVE. 3 AVE. MAX. COMMENTS

HEU 9/79 38 5 .859 i.48 1.87 l.o8 1.45 l 43 1.49 Slight flux tilt west.

HEU 5/82 38 6 ---- 1.56 i.98 ---- 1.48 1.50 1.56 Flux center L-37.

HL-HEU 7/82 35 5 1.43 1.57 2.11 1.28 ---- 1.51 ---- Five tiered core.
Not standard eqQilib. M.

LEU 1/8/82 29 6 ---- 1.43 ---- ---- 1.34 1.35 1.43 Cores.differ- Special
in 40 moved to regular

LEU 1/21/82 29 5 ---- ---- 2.26 ---- ---- ---- in L-65. Flux moves
west. atch core.

LEU 4/82 31 6 1.32 1.28 2.23 ---- 1.21 1.20 1.33 Fuel added to west face.
Flux shifts west.

NOTES,

(1). Wire data in D20 normalized to SPND I37 flux. Data taken on a similar core.

(2). ` AVE" is average of L-36, L-37, L38, L-27, and L-47.

(3). 3 AVE" is average of L-36, L-37, and L-38.

(4). "MAX" is the maximum value of the core subcadmium SPND flux excluding flux traps in special fuel elements
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Fig. 1. Axial Flux, s, at Core Center Element L-37.
Data Normalized.
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